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comes to
^drawing conclusions about certain professors, it does not go through

the ludicrous process of including these professors among the pedants

and then all the pedants among the mentally unbalanced: that would be

an informal inference of the type we have just been treating. father ,

it proceeds from the symptom to the disease; it sees the pedantry

implying mental trouble and diagnoses straightway without any reference

to all the pedants, i.e., without use of the general prints )le in its

extensional generality. This is the crux of the question 1 for here are

subsuuu)tion and imvlicati en contrasted. Now there is no rea son to

suppose that the statesman,alluje3 to above in con^ection with Afghan-

istan i g,eneralised the sitjation he was considering into a class of 414

a certain type and then substumed his particular and unique situation

under the type; there is no reason lag-t-tkie-becle to suppose that

the border war betvreen Sparta and i:essene vr<;s generalised Into a type;

but there is considerable impression about to that effect oand fe42-41a4

the reason seems to be that we must imagine some such generalisation

if w e are to account for the perception of the truth of the implication
formal analysis

in terms of	 ; since it is accounted for by

judgement, that reason is not valid.
l,It conc+ett to tr'enet

Algebraic inference is, 	 ; the antecedent so obviously

implies the consequent to the ati'F_TRehi adept, that mention of the impli-

cation is superfluous. Thus,

1) (x - a)(x - b)(x - c) = O

2)

therefore,

therefore,

x • a, b, c.

y = in x

dy/dx = cos x

and so on, indefinitely. Mathematicians emphasise the importance of an

apt symbolism; the reason is that the symbolical expression gives the

facts of the case / and the form of the expression (provided tLe symbolism

is apt) implies or suggests the implications of the facts. The first

step in mathemuti cs is learns ng the im.;li cations of a large number of

forms; as an excellent mathematician and teacher once put it, "You have

to have an g x-ray mind that sees through the mere symbolical statement

of fact to the form of the statement' . It will le easily seen that for

such reasons Leibnitz' notation of the calculus is preferable to Newton's;

similarly "D" will be preferred to "d /dx" at times, because the latter

suggests an operatirn,the former an algebraic quantity,
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